
Homework # 11An interesting formulaIn this homework, we will look at a formula that allows to �nd the formula of a polynomialfuntion of the seond degree, knowing only the oordinates of its extremal point and twospeial harateristis of the urve.In the piture on the right-hand side,
(x0, y0) are the oordinates of the extremalpoint, and r and d are the horizontal andvertial distanes between the two points.In the piture, x0 and y0 are positive, andthey ould also be negative.The number r is alled the radius and d thedeviation. b
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Partie A – An exampleIn this part, we will try to �nd the formula of a quadrati funtion whose extremal pointis (3, 7) with a deviation of 2 for a radius of 4.1. Find the simplest linear funtion suh that the image of 3 is 0.2. Turn the previous funtion into a quadrati funtion suh that the image of 3 is 0.3. Dedue a quadrati funtion g suh that the image of 3 is 7.4. (a) Use the radius and the deviation to �nd another point on the urve.(b) The ordinate of the new point should be the image of its absissa under funtion
g. Chek that it is so with the formula found previously.() With only one multipliative oe�ient, turn the formula of funtion g intothe formula of a new funtion f that works for the two points.5. By using the radius and deviation symmetrially, we get the oordinates of anotherpoint that should be on the urve. Chek that the formula works for this point too.6. Expand the formula you found for f in the previous question.7. Draw the variations table of the funtion f , and then its sign table.

Partie B – The general formulaIn this part, we don't know the oordinates (x0, y0), the radius r nor the deviation d. Wewill try to �nd a general formula.1. Find the simplest linear funtion suh that the image of x0 is 0.2. Turn the previous funtion into a quadrati funtion suh that the image of x0 is 0.3. Dedue a quadrati funtion g suh that the image of x0 is y0.4. (a) Use the radius and the deviation to �nd another point on the urve.(b) The ordinate of the new point should be the image of its absissa under funtion
g. Chek that it is so with the formula found previously.1



() Using the multipliative oe�ient d

r2
, turn the formula of funtion g into theformula of a new funtion f that works for the two points.5. By using the radius and deviation symmetrially, we get the oordinates of anotherpoint that should be on the urve. Chek that the formula works for this point too.

Partie C – Applying the formulaUse the formula to �nd the quadrati funtions with the harateristis show below. Ineah ase, give the initial expression, then the expanded one and the variations table.1. x0 = −2, y0 = 4, r = 4 and d = −2.2. x0 = 7, y0 = −2, r = 5 and d = 3.3. x0 = 4, y0 = 6, r = 3 and d = −5.
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